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“Application deployment with virtual machines (VMs) made it easier, cheaper, and quicker to deploy in scale. Separating services within an application became a design principle adding stability, scale, and ease of development. This facilitated a new multi-tier application framework.”

**Application Evolution**

If the history of enterprise applications has taught us anything it is that application architectures are going to continue to change as software continues to drive innovation. This is only further supported by a little bit of forward exploration of what is considered cutting edge in software development. By and large the changes we have seen and will see in application architecture have happened over a relatively short period of time. As a whole, applications have gone from singular individual systems that combine hardware and software into much smaller, highly distributed components of services, functions, and abstractions. Figure 1 shows a conceptual history of application architecture evolution.

![Figure 1. Application Architecture Evolution](image)

Starting in 1950, mainframes performed repetitious tasks with limited interfaces that included paper tape, magnetic tape, and punch cards. Mainframes continued to evolve and in the 1970s included interactive user terminals and support for multiple users. But at the same time, the microprocessor became more widespread and started the revolution of personal computers. In the beginning, security was done through user access and not by the network. There was not a concern for external access. Access to the console provided access to the system. Role-based access control enforced security. Fast-forward to today, and mainframes are connected to the network and remain an integral part of many enterprise environments. The security strategy now is to protect mainframes by a DMZ strategy with physical firewalls.

In the 1980s, the rise of the personal computer sparked a new application architecture. Monolithic applications were developed for personal productivity (word processing, spreadsheets) and entertainment in the home. Perhaps two of the most famous of the monolithic applications to hit the enterprise space are Microsoft SQL Server (1989) and Microsoft Exchange Server (1996). Microsoft SQL Server ran on OS/2 until 1993, when it moved to Microsoft Windows NT. For almost a decade the monolithic app was a constant. At this point, networking that connected these monolithic applications to users introduced a need for network security. Security strategies protected north-south traffic flows between users and applications with a physical firewall at the perimeter. A perimeter-only strategy became the primary source of network security for almost two decades.

This began the rise of the data center. Companies consolidated their compute and storage into a centralized location. Physical servers were dedicated to specific services. Application architecture remained largely client-server.

In the early 2000s, server virtualization introduced a new enterprise platform for server consolidation using virtual machines. Application deployment with virtual machines (VMs) made it easier, cheaper, and quicker to deploy at scale. Separating services within an application became a design principle adding stability, scale, and ease of development. This facilitated a new multi-tier application framework. For example, Microsoft Exchange Server expanded to include multiple tiers: presentation, logic, and data tiers.

As with Microsoft Exchange, many more vendor applications and even custom-developed applications adopted an n-tier architecture. With a growing number of n-tier applications across a shared infrastructure, east-west traffic between the tiers and applications
 gekommen. VLANs und PVLANs gaben eine basale Segmentation für die geteilten Infrastrukturen. Leider waren diese Strategien mehr Networking als Sicherheit und boten nicht die Anwendungen die Sicherheit, die sie brauchten. Die Netzwerksicherheit war weiterhin an der Peripherie verantwortlich.

Heute sind noch immer n-tier Anwendungen eine große Adresse im Unternehmen für den Anwendungsverleih. Die Komplexität dieser Systeme steigt umfassend auf die Fähigkeit, Datenzentren und Clouds zu spannen.

Zudem treten neue Anwendungsarchitekturen mit dem Erscheinen von Containern und cloud-native Anwendungen auf. Mit Containern kam der Mikroservice-Baukasten, der die interne Verbindung der Anwendungen drastisch erhöhte und die Bedürfnisse für die Sicherheit erhöht.

Die Entwicklung der Anwendung mit Containern thront in Amazon Web Services, Azure, Google Cloud Platform, VMware, und mehr.

Diese Veränderungen sind nicht nur eine Evolution der Anwendungsarchitektur, sondern auch Anpassungen an neue Technologien, Geschäftsanforderungen, Branchenveränderungen und Konsumbedürfnisse.

Tragen wir unsere Sicherheit

Warum tragen Polarbären nicht flauschige weiße Wintermäntel und Schneeschuhe, während sie Rucksäcke voller Proteinriegel tragen?

Polarbären haben sich an ihre arktischen Bedingungen angepasst. Sie haben sich physikalisch und verhaltensmäßig angepasst, um zu überleben. Polarbären haben dicke weiße Felle, die es ihnen ermöglichen, mit Schnee und Eis zu verschmelzen, sowie eine Schicht Fett, um sie warm zu halten. Sie verwenden das Fett als Energievorrat bei hungerigen Zeiten. Polarbären haben auch große, breite Pfoten, die es ihnen ermöglichen, im Schnee zu laufen.


Was hat Darwin mit Unternehmenssicherheit zu tun?

Die Auswirkungen der Anwendungsevolution sind an der Oberfläche deutlich, aber je tiefer man geht, desto mehr wird man realisieren, dass die Unternehmensarchitektur nicht angepasst wurde, um die Anwendung zu unterstützen. Die Branchenansätze der Sicherheit haben nicht die gleichen Prinzipien, die Darwins Arbeit zeigten. Wir haben nicht unsere DNA verändert. Stattdessen haben wir Wintermäntel und Schneeschuhe hinzugefügt. Das Beweisstück dafür ist die Überflutung von Sicherheitsprodukten, die heute auf dem Markt verfügbar sind. Es wäre nicht schwer zu realisieren, die Dimension der Sicherheitsprodukte, die im Unternehmen verfügbar sind.

Abbildung 2, obwohl die Leseebene nicht klar ist, zeigt, wie massiv das Sicherheitsproduktenspektrum gewachsen ist.

Abbildung 2. Der Ecosystem der Sicherheitsunternehmen hat exponentiell gewachsen, als Teil der Anwendungsevolution.

Die impliziten Informationen der Abbildung 2 beweisen, dass die Unternehmenssicherheitsreaktion auf die Anwendungsevolution gewesen ist, einen Wintermantel auf einen Polarbären zu tragen. Als Branchen haben wir add-on-Lösungen und Sicherheitsprodukte in den Unternehmen eingeführt, anstatt die DNA der Unternehmensinfrastruktur zu verändern.
“Enterprise security design should revolve around a defense in depth strategy that meets the organization’s needs, not just for security, but for availability, manageability, performance, and recoverability.”

Security Strategies

The collective complexity of application architectures within enterprises led to the creation of multiple defense-in-depth strategies.

These strategies range from deep architecture integration to surface-level inspections. These strategies support various use cases for which they offer a valid solution either on their own or in combination with another. They each have advantages and disadvantages when it comes to the amount of security they offer and their ease (or difficulty) of implementation and manageability. Enterprise security design should revolve around a defense-in-depth strategy that meets the organization’s needs, not just for security, but for availability, manageability, performance, and recoverability.

It should be noted that some of the following strategies discussed are redefined by vendors to fit their own security products and initiatives. The descriptions listed below are a broad view of each security option as they relate to one another in a larger picture of enterprise security options. Enterprise architects must be able to look at every level of enterprise design and understand the options available for protection.

Network Segmentation

As mentioned, VLANs and PVLANs provide a simple form of network segmentation, but are often misconstrued as security constructs. A VLAN represents an IP address space. By separating workloads onto separate VLANs (IP networks), a router and a defined IP gateway is then required to reach a different VLAN. If a workload doesn’t need to communicate with any device on a different network, VLANs are an easy way to provide separation. They are limited to a maximum of 4094 VLANs, however, posing a problem too large for many network architectures.

PVLANs, or private virtual local area networks, provide a subdivision of a VLAN to allow or deny communication of devices on the same VLAN. PVLANs introduce a layer of complexity and challenges to large network design, as each port in the VLAN needs to be configured for a PVLAN setting. PVLANs can be configured as isolated, community or promiscuous. This configuration is performed per switch port and therefore is not ideal for dynamic environments. Isolated PVLAN ports can communicate only with ports configured as promiscuous. Community-configured PVLAN ports can communicate with other ports of the same community and promiscuous ports. Promiscuous PVLAN ports can communicate with any other ports.

VLANs and PVLANs, shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, can solve simple network problems when it comes to allowing or denying communication at a network level. However, they lack any type of intelligence about the communication and can easily be manipulated.

Figure 3. VLANs are a simple solution for placing devices on separate IP networks. Communication between VLANs requires a router.
Figure 4. PVLANs allow devices on an IP network to be broken into subdomains. The subdomain configuration determines if devices are permitted to communicate.

VLANs and PVLANs are network constructs, not security constructs. The complexity of trying to achieve security goals with network constructs is why VLANs and PVLANs have not solved application security concerns for the evolving application.

Macro-segmentation
Macro-segmentation is a high-level separation of objects, including but not limited to applications, clusters, and networks. Some examples include

- Segmenting production clusters, development clusters, and DMZ clusters
- Segmenting applications from one another with routers and/or firewalls

Application Isolation
Application isolation, a form of macro-segmentation, is the construction of a security boundary around the workloads of an entire application. Application isolation can use both firewall features and network address translation to maintain control of traffic to any of the application workloads. Figure 5 shows the virtual machines of an application stack grouped logically and protected by a security boundary.

Figure 5. Application isolation builds a secure perimeter around a collection of systems that make up an application stack.

Guest OS Firewall
The guest OS firewall, as the name suggests, is a firewall that resides inside the guest operating system. Although host-based firewalls have good contextual awareness of what is being protected, they are often difficult to manage and lack isolation. The Windows Firewall and Linux IPTables have been features of these two operating systems for more than a decade, though they are rarely used on a wide scale mainly because of operational complexity and lack of isolation. The enforcement of security inside the guest operating system is managed by internal services that can be disabled if the system is compromised. Some security vendors provide solutions to manage and control the native operating

“Some security vendors provide solutions to manage and control the native operating system firewall. However, these types of solutions lack isolation leaving the system vulnerable to attacks that disable the enforcement services.”
system firewall. However, these types of solutions lack isolation, leaving the system vulnerable to attacks that disable the enforcement services. These issues introduce a need for additional tools for monitoring, automation, and remediation. This added complexity is a continuation of the bolted-on security paradigm. Figure 6 shows guest operating system firewalls.

Figure 6. Guest operating system firewalls can be difficult to manage at scale and lack isolation from the system it is protecting. Attacks that disable the enforcement services leave the system vulnerable.

Micro-segmentation
Micro-segmentation takes the concept of network macro-segmentation and applies enforcement of security (firewall) at a more granular level. Like the guest operating system firewall, each system has an individual security enforcement point, as shown in Figure 7. Micro-segmentation secures traffic within and between applications for a more detailed security strategy. This requires a deeper understanding of an application’s communication patterns. To understand these patterns might require additional tools for learning and visibility. The extent of complexity for learning, enforcement, and management hinges on the ability to use a cohesive set of tools that are integrated into the infrastructure. Using disparate tools to correlate data and implement security is too complex and error prone.

Figure 7. Micro-segmentation offers a more granular level of security policy enforcement within and between applications.

Introspection
Introspection offers deeper insights into the purpose of network traffic. By integrating network introspection or deep packet inspection, network architects can verify that communication between devices is legitimate in its intention. Introspection, while offering a stronger security strategy, incurs additional overhead and could impact performance. Introspection is, therefore, not commonly used as a carte blanche security strategy across all workloads and devices. It is often reserved for a limited subset of workloads for which the impact is justified because of the highly sensitive nature of the data. For example, in a multi-tier application, introspection policies might be defined to perform a deeper packet inspection of traffic coming into the web tier from unknown, external sources. This additional overhead adds a stronger security posture to an external-facing web application, at the expense of performance. Scaling out the web tier helps overcome the performance impact that can hinder client experience.
Whitelisting
Protecting a system from all known or potential threats is impossible, mostly because of potential threats that haven’t even been created by those malicious individuals looking to attack. As much as the security landscape has evolved, the hacking landscape has also evolved, and will continue to evolve, even faster. Unattended existing vulnerabilities, new attack methods, and most of all, social engineering are always going to expose enterprise systems to threats. Rather than trying to understand, identify and prevent all of the known bad, security should focus on protecting the known good. The known good of an application is an exponentially smaller set of services, events, characteristics, and so on, than a stated list of known bad, and thus is easier to defend. Application owners working in alignment can identify the known-good function of an application and then leverage infrastructure security tools to ensure that the application operates only under those conditions. Applications running under a defined known good can then be configured with a predetermined response policy to any variation from the known good. This policy can range from blocking any further communication to simply notifying a responsible individual or team.

Identity Firewall
The ability to leverage a user’s identity to determine access is not new. At an enterprise level, this concept goes back to Novell’s eDirectory and the more dominant Microsoft Active Directory. For a long time, we have used identity to determine access to data at the file and folder level. Identity then became part of a broader security strategy around authorization, authentication, and accounting. Application access was granted or denied based on identity, and that information could be logged for tracking purposes. Adding the ability to use identity as part of a firewall policy is where the novelty of identity comes through. Using internal firewalls that enforce security in the hypervisor provides an ability to integrate with user identity mechanisms. This integration then allows user group memberships to be part of the characteristics for determining access to network resources. Therefore, access and control to a network’s resources can now be evaluated by interrogating the source system and the user initiating communications from that source. This is extremely useful for shared-client infrastructure technologies such as VDI and RDSH.

Service-defined Firewall Design
Every enterprise design must account for five key qualities: availability, manageability, performance, recoverability, and security. Architects must understand the relative importance of each design quality against the other qualities. In addition, architects must know how stakeholders rank these design qualities. It is impossible to maximize all of the design qualities given that some of the qualities have inverse relationships; the more you get of one, the less you get of another. Take, for example, security and manageability. Security and manageability have an inverse relationship. The more secure you make something the more difficult it becomes to manage. Nothing that is more secure will ever be easier to manage than if you didn’t have to secure it. Knowing these tradeoffs is critical to being able to design the correct defense in depth strategy for the enterprise.

Service-defined Firewall is a different paradigm in enterprise security. A Service-defined Firewall is built on the premise that security is an embedded part of an application or workload regardless of its location. A Service-defined Firewall is not a reinvention of security constructs, but instead is a better positioning of proactive security enforcement to ensure consistent security posture. This is a contradiction to the way security has been approached for decades. A 2018 report from Cyber Defenders noted that 80 percent of enterprise IT investments in security were put toward security tools that were reactive in nature. Along the same lines, the report also noted that 72 percent of venture capital
investment in security start-ups went to reactionary product development. Clearly, the idea of chasing threats has somehow seemed more logical than the idea of reducing attack surface.

Building a reliable, scalable, and secure foundation for enterprise IT infrastructure must be a top priority. Whether it is private cloud, public cloud, or hybrid cloud, architects must focus on business goals and applications that are fundamental to the business. The days of designing infrastructure to support geographic needs have ended. Individualized security products that are bolted on to perform reactionary measures must be replaced with platforms that offer ubiquitous security across clouds. VMware NSX® has been developed from the ground up to offer a single-solutions architecture that creates secure infrastructure no matter the type of workload. VMware NSX provides a secure infrastructure platform that protects all workloads, from single system applications to virtual desktop environments, no matter where they reside.

At the beginning of this white paper, Figure 1 showed the evolution of application architecture from mainframe to cloud-native applications. In many cases, new applications frameworks are deployed alongside the legacy application architectures, forcing companies to manage different security models. The blend of application architectures makes it even more critical to find a security platform that offers proactive, core protection strategies rather than disparate, bolted-on security for each application type. As already noted, the design qualities of security and manageability have an inverse relationship. Using individualized tools pushes those qualities even further apart. Using a centralized security platform that is built into the infrastructure allows you to maximize both security and manageability.

The VMware Service-Defined Firewall isn’t a product, or a feature; rather, it’s a solution architecture designed specifically for mitigating threats across all types of application architectures. It all begins by changing your mindset toward networking and security. As the term suggests, Service-defined Firewall is a strategy for protecting each service at all possible layers or levels in the infrastructure. Using a multilayer, defense-in-depth strategy minimizes the attack vector. The first step in designing a Service-defined Firewall architecture is to create a conceptual design of the infrastructure. A conceptual design remains generic in nature and does not call out specific products for solutions. The conceptual design is a high-level look at the overall environment and where security enforcement is available across the infrastructure.

A conceptual design looks at the environment from the perspective of high-level objects and components including:

- Environment – Identifying supported infrastructure (private cloud, public cloud, and so on)
- Workload – Identifying workload types (mainframe, monolithic, multi-tier, virtual machines, bare metal, containers, and so on)
- Policy management and orchestration
- Security policy enforcement – A layer for workload security enforcement

Figure 8 is a conceptual design diagram for an enterprise with two private cloud data center environments and two public cloud instances.
“The logical design for a Service-defined Firewall solution includes design decisions specific to the security policy management and orchestration and the security policy enforcement.”

The logical design for a Service-defined Firewall solution includes design decisions specific to the security policy management and orchestration and the security policy enforcement. The logical design brings to light infrastructure-specific architectural components, design decisions, and vendor products for providing solutions. The logical design for a VMware Service-Defined Firewall solution includes design decisions specific to the security policy management and orchestration and the security policy enforcement. The following table shows the design decisions specific for a VMware Service-defined Firewall architecture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Design Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Security Policy Management and Orchestration</td>
<td>• Centralized policy manager with common language; VMware NSX Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Policy Enforcement</td>
<td>• Consistent enforcement attached to the workload independent of location; VMware NSX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9 shows a logical design diagram for security with VMware NSX.
“A Service-defined Firewall architecture with VMware NSX includes a centralized policy manager that can be accessed through a simplified user interface, advanced user interface or a declarative API.”

Security Policy Management and Orchestration
Centralized policy management is key to helping with manageability. A security solution that requires decentralized control can often be enough of a deterrent that alternative, less secure designs are implemented. A Service-defined Firewall architecture with VMware NSX includes a centralized policy manager that can be accessed through a simplified user interface, an advanced user interface, or a declarative API. As shown in Figure 10, the VMware NSX policy manager extends across VMware and non-VMware environments.

The VMware NSX simplified user interface uses the following constructs for defining a security policy:

- **Domain** – A logical construct representing a security zone and all rules and groups. The default domain represents the entire NSX environment.
- **Security Policy** – A structure to encompass various security elements, including firewall rules and service configurations. Security Policies include Distributed Firewall Policies, Gateway Policies, Network Introspection Policies, and Endpoint Policies.
• Rule – Set of parameters that flows are evaluated against and that define which action should be taken upon match. Rules include parameters such as Source/Destination, Service, Context Profile, Logging, and Tag.

• Group – Grouping construct to group the different objects statically and dynamically. Used in Source/Destination of Rules. Group inclusion includes virtual machines, logical ports, IP/MAC sets, AD User Groups, and other nested groups. Dynamic inclusion for VMs can be based on tag, virtual machine name, operating system type, or computer name.

• Service – Defines a combination of port and protocol. Used to classify traffic based on port/protocol. Predefined services or user-created services can be used in Rules.

• Context Profile – Defines one context-aware attribute, including APP-ID and/or Domain name, as well as subattributes such as application version or cipher set. Rules can optionally include a context profile to enable a Layer 7 firewall.

In addition to simplifying policy creation and management, a good security design will minimize the work required to apply security policy to objects. The best way to do this is through logical groupings of objects that share characteristics. The basis of a logical grouping can be common characteristics such as machine name, operating system, network name, IP address set, MAC set, and more. Being able to create custom groupings with tags creates a more flexible and dynamic environment for security policy application.

Figure 11 shows a logical design of security groups and policies for a multi-tier application architecture. In the example, all web servers are grouped using a wildcard definition in which the virtual machine name contains the text “web.” The application servers and database, however, do not have a consistent naming policy, so instead of using the virtual machine name, a custom tag is applied to each system.

Figure 11. Security policies attached to security groups. Security groups are logical groupings of systems that have one or more shared characteristics.

The formation of security groups on the basis of shared function is a powerful way to design security. In some cases, the shared trait among systems in a group might be their function or security level. For companies with sensitive data or regulatory compliance standards, such as HIPPA or PCI in the health and retail industries, systems can be grouped together for the purpose of securing communication between all the systems where sensitive data is transmitted or stored. In this case all of the systems can be tagged as “Sensitive” and then grouped based on that tag.
Common vs. Consistent Policy

Policy must be common and consistent.
The terms common policy and consistent policy are often used but rarely defined. Their distinction, however, is important to understanding how security can be made more manageable using new approaches with software-defined infrastructure.

Common policy refers to the global nature with which a set of policy characteristics are used throughout an enterprise.

For example, suppose that the security team has a documented corporate policy that all web servers should allow communication only through port 443. This is a single documented policy. Without the right infrastructure design, the application and enforcement of this documented policy could require multiple instances of the same policy. If an enterprise has two data centers that include a mix of virtual and physical machines along with two public cloud instances, as shown in Figure 12, there would need to be five policies created and applied to meet the documented company policy.

```
![Diagram showing multiple environments with policy variations]
```

In this case, if a change is made to the documented company policy, five subsequent changes will be required across all environments. Similarly, if the security team comes up with a new policy, five new policies will need to be created. Using this approach with hundreds of applications, each with multiple tiers, renders policy management almost impossible. Not to mention the opportunity for human error of missing a policy for update or not creating a new policy in one of the environments. This type of enterprise security design lacks consistency.

Enter consistent policy. Consistent policy refers to the frequency with which a single policy is applied across an entire environment in order to apply a single set of policy characteristics. Building off the previous example, the security team has a documented policy for web servers. With a consistent policy strategy, rather than building five policies to fit the environment, a single policy is created that spans the entire enterprise architecture. This approach, shown in Figure 13, has tremendous advantages. Managing policies is much easier, because there are exponentially fewer policies to update and create as application requirements change over time. In addition, security teams can be confident that the policy definition does not vary from data center to data center, location to location, or web VM to web VM whether physical or virtual.
“Consistent policy is better with consistent ownership of the enforcement. A policy that is translated to something outside of the policies enforcement realm introduces opportunities for security posture to be compromised.”

Consistent policy is better with consistent ownership of the enforcement. A policy that is translated to something outside of the policies enforcement realm introduces opportunities for the security posture to be compromised. Only under unique circumstances should it be acceptable to accept disparate control and enforcement. While enforcement methods are sure to vary between virtual machines, physical machines, containers, and so on, it is advantageous to security engineers to minimize the number of tools, technologies, and enforcement required to be compliant with documented company policy. Figure 14 compares consistent policy and enforcement with consistent policy and translated enforcement.

**Figure 13.** A consistent policy applies a single policy of security characteristics across an entire enterprise architecture.

**Figure 14.** A comparison of security models. Consistent policy and consistent enforcement vs consistent policy. Eliminating translation avoids problems that arise from lack of a consistent data plane enforcement.
VMware NSX offers common policy and maintains the ownership of enforcement in the data plane. There is no translation to local elements. Figure 15 shows the VMware NSX architecture for cloud security.

**Security Policy Enforcement**

A good Service-defined Firewall solution architecture design will also provide details about the security policy enforcement tier. This includes defining which elements of security are statically bound to the host upon which a workload runs and which elements are bound to the workload. Those elements bound to the workload will remain attached to the workload as it moves throughout and between data centers and clouds. Figure 16 shows a detailed look at the security stack for an application. Security constructs bound to the host are those that rely on a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) and encryption at the storage level. This isn’t to suggest that these constructs are not available on destination hosts as the workload migrates across the environment, but that the TPM and encryption details will change because they are host specific.

**Figure 15.** VMware NSX owns all aspects of policy creation and enforcement in for private and public cloud workloads. Translation is avoided to eliminate inconsistent enforcement methods.

**Figure 16.** A more detailed look at the security stack shows that some elements of security are host specific, while the majority are bound to the workload. Those bound to the workload remain with the workload as it migrates through the environment.
Host Security

Security at the host level is easy to control in the private cloud model but becomes impossible in the public cloud. In a private cloud, architects have access to, and control over, the hardware configuration. In a public cloud, this access and control is forbidden. Therefore, application security must be designed to leverage the software components of the architecture. The security stack in Figure 13 provides a conceptual look at the architectural levels of security.

For more information on host security, see the VMware Security Hardening Guides at https://www.vmware.com/security/hardening-guides.html.

Intended State and Behavior

The application runtime is made up of the actual application processes, executables, functions, or services that make the application run. Applying a whitelisting approach to the application runtime ensures that the application maintains an intended state. It is easier from a security and application protection standpoint to define a known good behavior than it is to try to identify and prevent all unknown bad behaviors. This level of application visibility results in more accurate security policies and faster remediation, simplifying the prevention of malicious behavior. This result is a common source of truth for IT and security teams, making it easy for them to collaborate around compliance, security incident investigation, and incident response.

VMware AppDefense™ is a new approach to application security. In contrast to traditional security solutions, which focus on chasing threats, VMware AppDefense leverages its position in the hypervisor to learn and monitor the intended state of an application. VMware AppDefense responds quickly to any deviations from the intended state. Figure 17 highlights the VMware AppDefense security strategy.

VMware AppDefense builds context by gathering the inventory of virtual machines and the application details from automation and provisioning tools (examples include vCenter, Puppet, and Ansible) to understand the intent of a particular machine and application. It then monitors the behavior of the virtual machine, operating system, processes, and application, and correlates this information along with the intent defined during provisioning. Using machine learning, VMware AppDefense creates a blueprint based on known good behavior—how the machine and application should be functioning and communicating.

“VMware AppDefense leverages its position in the hypervisor to learn and monitor the intended state of an application.”
Once the blueprint is established, it is stored in a secure partition of the hypervisor. VMware AppDefense monitors for any changes, detecting and preventing any deviations from the intended, established state, and ensuring the integrity of applications, infrastructure, and the operating system. When a threat is detected, it can immediately respond through a variety of capabilities natively and through VMware NSX Data Center for enforcement and containment.

**Stateful Inspection to L7/DPI**

Security in Layers 2 through 7 is where we find a combination of traditional methods and new, more efficient methods. An in-kernel distributed firewall allows rules to be created based upon the traditional networking constructs of MAC address, IP address, port, and protocol. While the rule components are no different, the enforcement of them is very different. Historically a physical firewall would enforce this type of rule. However, with in-kernel firewall capabilities, the enforcement capability is brought closer to each and every workload component. Figure 18 shows VMware NSX distributed firewall architecture as an in-kernel, internal firewall.

![Figure 18. VMware NSX provides in-kernel firewall protection for virtual machines running on ESXi.](image)

Using an in-kernel firewall as part of a defense-in-depth strategy—in particular, a zero-trust policy model—dramatically enhances the physical network efficiency. Security policy enforcement in the hypervisor prevents any illegitimate traffic from reaching the physical network, thereby allowing the physical network to process only legitimate traffic in an efficient manner. Hypervisor-enabled security enforcement ensures isolation from the workloads being protected. The security is managed and enforced outside of the operating system, making it difficult for attackers to circumvent or disable the policy enforcement. VMware NSX, with its integration into the rest of the VMware architecture, has better context than external hardware-centric security tools. This context allows rules to be created that leverage VMware vSphere® constructs such as clusters, resource pools, virtual machine names, port group names, logical switch names, and custom tags. These characteristics are in addition to the aforementioned traditional data of MAC, IP, port, and protocol.
Service Insertion Tied to the Workload

For added security to specific workloads, service insertion can be added as another element of security. Service insertion policies for intrusion detection systems (IDS) and intrusion prevention systems (IPS) are bound to the workload. These services do not happen in kernel but are maintained within the same host through a service virtual machine that resides on each host. By having a service virtual machine on each host, the deep inspection can happen prior to the egress of the host onto the physical network. While this type of distributed model does consume more compute and storage resources, it provides a much greater advantage to the efficiency of the security architecture. Figure 19 shows the architecture for service insertion.

Figure 19. Service insertion is best when using a distributed model in which a service virtual machine resides on each hypervisor. This allows the deep security inspection to happen prior to egress of the physical host onto the physical network.

Call to Action

The most immediate call to action is to change the way you think about enterprise security. Your mindset about protecting the infrastructure will determine your ability to solve new and future business problems. Looking at security through the lens of the traditional, hardware-centric model will prevent you from seeing the new and exciting security developments that are breaking that mold.

VMware NSX represents a best-of-breed solution that helps create secure, manageable, and efficient infrastructure through a common control plane and data plane enforcement approach. Figure 24 shows the VMware NSX architecture protecting the enterprise multi-cloud infrastructure.

Figure 24. VMware NSX offers a centralized control plane and consistent data plane across private and public clouds.

The configuration of the security groups and policies through VMware NSX Manager™ can be performed via graphical interface or automated through REST API or a cloud.
management platform. The centralized management and control plane offers consistent policy throughout the private and public cloud. The consistent presence of VMware NSX in the data plane eliminates issues with translation to public clouds, thereby maintaining a single software-driven security platform for management, enforcement, monitoring, and operations.

Designing a secure defense-in-depth strategy for an enterprise architecture on-premise or across clouds will never be easier than not prioritizing security. However, the days of security being an afterthought are long gone. Security must be at the forefront of any enterprise design. The challenge for architects is to identify intrinsic, manageable, and ubiquitous solutions that provide deep, broad, and specific security without being overly complex. The security posture of workloads must be minimized and never jeopardized by the demands of workload scale or portability. New platforms of security such as VMware NSX make it possible to define security and enforce security as needed for each application, workload, and service that supports the enterprise. A Service-defined Firewall is critical to the secure enterprise, because it is the adaptation of security design that increases the chances of survival.

“New platforms of security such as VMware NSX make it possible to define security and enforce security as needed for each application, workload, and service that supports the enterprise.”